
Uniquely among the medical and surgical colleges in the UK, the
Royal College of Psychiatrists accommodates a Centre for Quality
Improvement. The UK Prescribing Observatory for Mental Health
(POMH-UK), based within the Centre for Quality Improvement,
was set up in 2005. It was initially funded by a tapering grant from
the Health Foundation, but since 2008 has been funded solely
through subscriptions from member healthcare organisations. Its
aim is to improve the quality of prescribing practice in mental
health services. Through focused, audit-based, quality improvement
programmes (QIPs), POMH-UK seeks to promote and support the
optimal, safest use of existing medications in psychiatric practice.

The QIPs initiated thus far have tackled a range of relatively
specific topics. The prescription of high-dose and combined anti-
psychotics has been addressed in both acute adult in-patient1 and
forensic settings. Assessment of the side-effects of antipsychotics
has been the subject of two QIPs: one targeted at metabolic
side-effects in patients cared for by assertive outreach teams,2,3

and the other at comprehensive side-effect assessment in patients
treated with depot/long-acting injection antipsychotics. Several
QIPs have focused on the use of antipsychotic medication for
indications or in populations where the supporting evidence base
is limited: people with an intellectual disability (referred to as
people with learning disability by UK health services),4 children
and adolescents, and in people with dementia. Other QIPs have
covered the use of anti-dementia drugs,5 recommended monitoring
of lithium treatment,6,7 medicines reconciliation at the point of
hospital admission8 and prescribing for personality disorder.
Quality improvement programmes planned for the next couple
of years will focus on prescribing for attention-deficit hyper-
activity disorder in children and adults, alcohol detoxification in
psychiatric services and the use of sodium valproate.

For each QIP, an expert group of experienced clinicians,
clinical academics and service users/carers is convened to agree
the audit standards: these are usually derived from established,
evidence-based clinical guidelines, and their drafting is guided
by the principle that they should be accepted by clinicians as
undeniable criteria of good care and realistic to achieve in routine

clinical practice. The group then develops a bespoke audit tool
that is refined at a series of regional workshops attended by staff
from member trusts. A baseline audit is then conducted, with
the audit data collected by clinicians and clinical audit staff in each
participating mental health service and submitted online. The data
are analysed at POMH-UK and customised reports are generated
for each trust, showing its performance against the audit
standards, benchmarked anonymously against the other
participating trusts. The performance of individual clinical teams
within each trust may be compared with each other, the trust as a
whole and the total national sample. Perhaps the most potent
element of a QIP is the reflection by clinical teams on their
performance. Slide sets that are customised for each participating
trust are provided to facilitate local presentation of the data. The
data collected allow for the measurement of service adherence to
the clinical standards, but also include demographic, diagnostic
and other relevant clinical information that provides a context
for interpretation of practice, and can inform local strategies
and action plans to achieve improvement. Although these audit
data are suitable for the purposes of local quality improvement,
they are not necessarily appropriate for objective ranking of
healthcare organisations.9 This is partly because interpretation
of an individual trust’s performance requires knowledge of the
sample selection and the context in which the relevant services
are delivered. Further, if used for the purposes of ranking, removal
of trust anonymity would be necessary, inevitably undermining
the credibility and potency of the benchmarked feedback.

In the time between baseline and re-audit, usually 18 months,
change interventions are developed, informed by the baseline
audit findings as well as additional questionnaires and qualitative
work exploring barriers to, and facilitators of, best practice. The
aim of these interventions is to support trusts and clinical teams
in closing crucial gaps identified between the prescribing
standards and clinical practice. Following re-audit, using the same
data-collection tool, a second, customised, benchmarked report
on performance is provided, highlighting any changes from
baseline at national, trust and clinical-team level. In response to
requests from trusts for continued involvement in individual
QIPs, supplementary audits have been conducted over subsequent
years. Examples of effective interventions by trusts to improve
their practice have been shared by reports, and presentations at
meetings open to member trusts. Those trusts participating in
repeated audits are encouraged to consider to what extent any
change in their practice over time is the consequence of
implementing local strategies to increase the level of adherence
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Summary
Positive change in prescribing practice in psychiatric
services can be achieved with participation in the UK
Prescribing Observatory for Mental Health (POMH-UK)
quality improvement programmes. Key elements are
feedback of benchmarked performance for local clinical
reflection and customised change interventions informed
by the national audit findings and parallel qualitative

work. However, progress is gradual and gains generally
modest.
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to the standards, or reflects other factors, such as the selection of
different patient samples at different stages.

What has POMH-UK achieved?

Year-on-year, POMH-UK membership has grown: the vast
majority of UK mental health trusts, as well as several private or
charitable healthcare organisations, have joined, and the number
participating in each QIP has increased in the past few years to
reflect the majority of trusts with relevant services. Indeed,
POMH-UK has demonstrated a workable and effective
methodology for QIPs in the National Health Service (NHS),
and positive changes in clinical practice have been seen in some,
although not all, QIPs, along with greater involvement of
clinicians and clinical teams in audit and quality improvement
processes. The data collected have provided trusts with evidence
of the quality of clinical care in the organisation, and supported
their submissions showing adherence to national guideline
recommendations as part of clinical governance. Detailed
information on the quality and variation in national prescribing
practice has been made available on topics such as the use of
depot/long-acting injection antipsychotics10 and for services, such
as intellectual disability4 and child and adolescent psychiatry,
which lack prescribing guidelines and a robust evidence base for
pharmacotherapy. The extensive information gathered on national
prescribing practice in mental health services has also been used to
support the rationale for successful research grant applications.
These have included studies of pharmacological strategies that,
despite a lack of adequate, formal testing in relation to potential
risks and benefits, are commonly used in clinical practice, as
shown in the large POMH-UK data-sets, which routinely
comprise information on many thousands of prescriptions and
may be taken as representative of national practice.

What has POMH-UK learned?

Trusts may participate in QIPS for various reasons, including
using their local audit data for both internal and external
benchmarking as a measure of service quality, clinical governance
reporting and inclusion in Quality Accounts. Where clinical teams
have the opportunity to review their benchmarked performance
data, the desire of team members to provide the best care for their
patients can be a powerful driver for change, particularly if the
audit standards are seen as clearly evidence based, accepted as
achievable good practice, and reflect their own clinical priorities.
Qualitative work can be helpful in understanding possible barriers
to best practice at the level of the system, team and individual
patient. It can also identify potential enabling factors, and inform
the development of customised change interventions. These range
from relatively simple educational tools such as a ‘ready reckoner’
for calculating total antipsychotic dose (now commonly employed
by clinicians in their own prescribing practice and when giving
second opinions on pharmacotherapy) and a metabolic syndrome
investigations poster, to more complex interventions such as a
side-effect information folder, and a patient-held lithium
booklet11 (developed in collaboration with the National Patient
Safety Agency and the National Pharmacy Association).

Any improvements in prescribing practice take time and are
generally modest, but incremental and sustained improvement
can be achieved over time in individual services. Examples may
be drawn from POMH-UK QIPS in relation to side-effect

monitoring; substantial improvements were seen in the
programmes addressing screening for the metabolic syndrome
and side-effect assessment in patients on depot antipsychotics.
However, some established healthcare systems, and clinical custom
and practice, can be formidable impediments to behavioural
change. These may be common to all the QIPS, such as a lack
of consistent trust commitment to the process, with slow and
incomplete dissemination of audit results throughout participating
organisations and little reflection by clinical teams on the content,
and the variable uptake of change interventions by services, which
are more likely to be adopted if they are seen as relevant to, and
compatible with, local practice. Other barriers are specific to
particular QIPS, depending on the prescribing issue addressed;
for the QIP on high-dose and combined antipsychotics, the
embedded custom and practice of pro re nata (p.r.n. or ‘as
required’) prescribing proved to be resistant to educational change
interventions,1 whereas for the QIP targeting biochemical
monitoring of lithium treatment, a major obstacle was the
complexity of clinical care arrangements, including multiple
interfaces between clinical and laboratory services, which were
often not directly or wholly under the control of clinical teams.6
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